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CHAPTER I 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was to investigate opportunities 
for integrating arithmetic with the geography program and to 
set up problems illustrating the manner in which the two 
subjects, arithmetic and geography, may be integrated at the 
fourth-grade level. 
Children who generally do well with arithmetic examples 
find problems difficult. This is partly due to the fact that 
a majority of the problems as presented in text books do not 
have meaningful situations that children are likely to en-
counter. In addition, children must feel an immediate need 
for solving a problem. There are many occasions in a 
geography class when quantitative situations arise that 
challenge the childrens 1 ability to apply arithmetic facts 
and processes. 
Any problem must be stated clearly and concisely. The 
vocabulary grade level has been given some consideration in 
setting up problems, but very often the phraseology confuses 
the children. Problems should not perplex the child. 
Colloquial expressions help to make the prop l em clearer. A 
functional problem unit set up by the teacher for her 
particular class will eliminate the danger of phrases that 
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might confuse the c.hildren. In setting up the unit included 
in this paper, the required arithmetic .and geography texts 
for the school system were used as well as the available 
supplementary texts. 
In Chapter II, a brief history of problem-solving is 
presented. This covers the period -when arithmetic was 
taught with the idea that it helped to train the mind, up 
to the introduction and application of the functional 
problem unit. 
Chapter III contains the steps in the development of 
this service paper, and the method of approach used by the 
writer in a fourth grade consisting of thirty four children. 
In the chapter following this, the actual problems will be 
listed as they were presented to the boys and girls. Finally, 
a summary of the paper will be submitted, along with possible 
suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER II 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF PROBLEM-SOLVING 
A. Introduction 
For seversl years the r e has been much dissati~faction 
with the old type of isolated textbook pro blems in arithmetic. \ 
The present trend--using meaningful situations--is certainly 
not a new one. Beginning with Pestalozzi, attempts to make 
arithmetic more meaningful were made. These were confined 
mostly to the primai'Y grades. 
It is very interesting to note how problems we :c e solved 
in colonial days. In 1788, Nicnolas A. ~ike of Boston 
published an encyclopedia 1or a bus~ness man. ln this book 
a man would find a problem. which was similar to n.is own, 
study the solution that was giv en, and then solve his own. 
These same parallel type problems were used in texts, 
but the solutions were omitted. The children were then con-
fronted with problems that i-Tere much too difficult for them. 
In these days cnildren were told what to learn. Explanations 
were very infrequent and real meaning or understanding was 
given little consideration. 
One of the factors which confront children in problem-
solving is their inability to understand textbook problems 
because of unfamiliarity with the situation described or 
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with the vo c«.bul.ary . We need only t o look at some of -the 
texts published in the early part of the 20th century to 
see how arithmetic brought a great deal of discouragement 
and heartbreak to many boys and girls .Y 
A major part of attention in arithmetic has been 
centered on memory and drill. The main purpose of teaching 
arithmetic, however, is to help pupils to discover arith-
metical meanings and to develop ability to do quantitative 
thinking. Too much emphasis should not be given to speed 
and abstract computation. The social usage of the problem 
should be considered. The facts of arithmetic should be 
related to quantitative situations continuously while they 
are being learned so that the child will be conscious of the 
need of these facts, and how to find the results. 
B. Desirable Qualities in Arithmetic Problems 
Dr. Edward L. Thorndike, in his "Psychology of Arith-
metic", makes a plea for the type of problem the solution of 
which will help the child solve the problems which he meets 
in life. In answer to the argument of some people who 
11 a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Everyday Arithmetic--Hoyt and Peat--Houghton Mifflin Co., 
1915 
Thorndike Arithmetic, Book Two--Rand, McNally, 1917 
The Anderson Arithmetic, Book Two--Silver, Burdett & Co., 
1921 ; 
Stone Arithmetic, Int91mediate--B. H. Aanborn & Co., 1925 
NewStone-Millis Arithmetic, Intermedia~e--B. H. Sanborn 
& Co., 1925 
Strayer-Upton Arithmetic for Middle Grades--American 
Book Co., 1928 
=========~===========ll==-=~--
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advocate arithmetic problems as an aid to mental discipline, 
he states that, "--we know that the training depends large l y 
upon the particular data used, so that efficient discipline 
in reasoning requires that the pupil reason about matters of 
real importance--- -. We should replace the purely disciplinary 
problems by problems that are also valua ble as special training 
for important situations of life.n£/ 
In "New Methods in Arithmetic", Dr. Thorndike gives us 
what he considers desirable qualities for arithmetic problems. 
He says, "A problem should, preferably: 
1. deal with a situation which is likely to 
occur often in reality, 
2. in the way in which it should be dealt with, 
J. should make the situation neither much harder 
nor much easier to understand than it would be 
when really present to the pupil's senses, and 
4. should be supported by somewhat the same degree 
of interest and motive as attach to the problems 
which the pupil will meet in the actual conduct 
of his affairs.nl/ 
Dr. Robert L. Morton carried on an experiment with thr e e 
hundred pupils in grades five, six, seven, and eight of a city 
school system in an attempt to determine the degree of 
correlation between ability in problem solving and certain 
other abilities. He found the following: 
Correlations with ability in Problem Solving. 
Verbal intellegence-----------.78 
2/ Edward L. Thorndike, Psychology of Arithmetic, Macmillan 
Co., 1924, p. 20 
_1/ Edward L. Thorndike, Psychology of Arithmetic, Rand 
McNally & Co . , 1921, P• 125 
..c===il===~===~~---=c-=-=-~-~-~-~--=---~-~-=--==-=-~======= -----
Non-verbal intel~igence------------------.52 
Arithmetic skills------------------------.70 
Reading comprehension--------------------.61 
Reading rate-----------------------------.23 
Marks in school subjects-----------------.33 
Marks in deportment----------------------.05 (minus) 
Attendance-------------------------------.11 
Age--------------------------------------.34 
Morton gives three qualities which he conside rs necessary 
for good problems. They are: 
"1. Reality--such as might occur in experiences of 
the particular group for which they are selected. 
2. Interest--should deal with interesting situations. 
3. Language--should be worded in interesting, appealing 
language which children can understand.u~ 
Dr. Guy M. 'Wilson, in his book What Arithmetic Shall 
We Teach gives the results of surveys made of arithmetic 
usage in various life occupations only to find that much of 
what we teach in arithmetic in the schools finds no place in 
the world of business • .2/ ln . one of his articles Wilson 
formulated eight certain criteria for written problems.Y 
1. Providing additional drill material should be no 
part of the purpose of the problem. 
2 . ~he written problem work snould not be subordinated 
to processes taught. 
3. Wisdom and judgement in a.ec:i.sions on business matters ; 
t.u.is is tn.e real heart of tn.e matter. II 
it./ Robert L. Norton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Intermediate 
Grades, Silver, Burdett & Co., 1927, pp. 297-327. 
5/ Guy M. Wi~son, 
I R"ifflin, 1926 
.
1
, £1 Guy M. Wilson, 
What Arithmetic Shall We Teach, liough ton, 
"Criteria of the Written Problem in Arith-
_ _ ____ L etic 11 , l!;d uca t.:i.on, 
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4• The problems a~e necessarily drawn from the 
community and subordinated to real experience. 
5. The problems must be sizable and pertinent f or the 
group. 
6. Figuring, as such, is secondary, although essential. 
7. It is true that this work, well done, provides 
fundamental motivation for drill but that is not 
the purpose . lhe purpose is given in 3. 
8. !he development of one such motivate d written problem 
unit will often take all class time. It requires 
familiarity with pupils and community. 
Difficulties in the Written Problem 
One of the most comprehensive and one of the earliest 
scientific investigations carried on to determine the 
difficulties inherent in concrete arithmetic problems was made 
by E. L. Merton and G. 0. Banting in 1921-1922. Miss Merton 
reported on elimination of mechanical difficulties as the 
first necessary step to improve written problem work. 
Definite r~medial work was carried on under her supervision 
. \ 
and direction. She gives lists of abilities required in the 
fundamental operations. There are eighteen points under 
addition, twenty-one points for subtraction, t wenty for 
multiplication, and twenty-one for short division. Devices 
and games are described which are expected to aid in perfect-
ing the fundamental operations. No definite conclusions or 
results of this program are given. 
Banting began a study in February, 1922, with the grades 
below the junior high school. He was trying to eliminate the 
I 
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difficultie s in reasoning. Fourteen causes of failure in 
problem-solving are 'given as follows: 
"1. Failure to comprehend the problem in whole or 
in part. {Lack of ability to read) 
2. Lack of the ability to perform accurately and 
readily the fundamental operations. 
3. Lack of the knowledge of facts essential to 
the solution of a problem. For example, lack 
of knowledge of the table, etc. 
4. Lack of the ability to identify the proper 
process or processes with the situations indicated 
in the problem. 
5. Lack of sufficient interest in the problem to 
inspire the required mental effort. 
6. Failure to form the habit of verifying the results. 
7. 'l'he habit of focusing the attention upon the 
numbers and being guided by them instead of by 
the conditions of the problem. 
8. Pupils are sometimes completely non-plused by 
large numbers. 
9. The habit of being guided by some verbal sign 
instead of making an analysis of the problem. 
10. Lack. of ability or care to properly arrange the 
written work in orderly, logical form. 
ll. 'l'he failure to recognize the mathematical 
similarity to type problems which the pupils under-
stand, because of some unusual situation. 
12. Lack of ability to understand quantitative relations 
such as: 
a. Cost, loss or gain, selling price 
b. Income, expenditures, amount saved 
c. Interest, rate, time, principal, amount 
d. Time, distance, rate 
13. The pupil may fail because the problem requires 
exertion beyond nis span of attenti~ri . 
===~=-=·!,!=-===== 
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I 14. 'l'he pupil may t·ail because of absolute inability 
to do reflective thinking." 1./ 
Banting then gave ~ive remedial suggestions to overcome 
these difficulties. Slow pupils were to be given certain 
I principles to me morize. This work was carefully done, but 
II Banting evidently used the old isolated textbook type of 
problem. 
I tiydle and ClappiVin 1927, attempted to study eight 
11 elements of difficulty in problems. They emphasized the 
!I 
i\ 
\I 
fact that p1:·oblems vrhich contain conditions easy to visualize 
are easier for children than problems which are 11 built around 
condi. ti.ons difficu.l t to visualize". They c oncJ.uo.e, however, 
that t ex-r.books snould s-r.ill contain some problems Hhich deal 
with experiences outside children's immediate interests in 
order to 11 develop thinking 11 on the pupil's part (the old 
idea of i' ormal discipline). Although their s tudy was a 
very thorough one, they used the old textbook type of problems 
for their tests. 'l'hese, of course, do not take into considera-
tion tne familiarity of the situation as being a most necessary 
11 element for success in written problems for children. Nai ther 
did they anaJ.yze the kind of errors made in the problems. 
1]./ E. L. Merton and G. 0. Banting, 11 Hemedial Work in Arith- . 
metic 11 , Secon<i Yearbook of Department of Elementary School 
1
\ Principals, Chapter VIII, pp. 3~5-420 (July, 19~3 ) 
II ~ Lars L. Hydle and Frank L. Clapp, Elements of Difficulty in 
. 11 the Interpretation_ of Concrete Problems in Arithmetic, 
University ot· Wisconsin Bureau of Edu.c.a t i on Research Bulletin, 
il No. 9, 1927 
- --~--=-=;j- ·---- - ==-==--=:: .=..=-=....:-
Unfamiliar Situations as a ):!"' actor in :Problem Solving 
' Washburne and Morphett , 1928, reported a study which 
they made of the effect of unfamiliar situations as a factor 
in problem solving. They gave a test made up .of ei6ht pairs 
of problems at the fifth grade level. The pairs of problems 
were alike in all respects except that of the situation 
involved. Tile results showed no significant difference 
between those in which the situation was familiar and thos·e 
where the situation was unfamiliar to the children. The 
authors thought this lack of difference in results may 
have been due to the nature of the test in that in some of 
the pairs of problems, one situation may have been as 
familiar as the other. They relied on the judgement of 
adults as to the familiarity or unfamiliarity of a situation. 
At the conclusion of their study the authors give three 
criteria for problem-making which are as follows : 
"l. The situation should be familiar and childlike.; 
i.e., one in which the child can easily imagine 
himself as being. 
2. The principal character in each pro blem should 
have a reason for solving it--i~e., if the child 
were in the situation described in the problem, 
he would find a real need for finding the solu-
tion for which the problem calls. 
3.. The vocabulary and sentence structure of the 
problem, should, of course, be within the reading 
ability of the cnild who is expected to solve it."2/ 
5)} C. W. Washburne and Mabel V. J:vlorphett, "Unfamiliar 
Situations as a Difficulty in Solving Arithmetic Problems", 
II 
1 Journal of Educational Research, Vol. 18, p. 224, October, 192 ~ 
' 
-·L--
liow unfamiliar settings affect children's abili ty to 
solve problems was the subject of a study made in 1931 by 
Brownell and Stretch. Their results seemed to snow that un-
f amiliar settings of themselves do not cause difficulty in 
problem solving, but certain factors which the authors do not 
know, do influence the familiarity fac·tor. 'l'he number of 
children used in their investigation was too small to give 
reliable results--only 2'56 test r esults were used. They, too, 
based their idea of f amili_a;rity upon the opinion of teachers 
rather than of children. 'l'he old textbook type of problem 
was used for their experiment. 10/ 
~ues hav e been suggested as aides to lessen the 
difficulty in problem solving. A pupil learns a formula for a 
certain type of problem and is guided in its solution oy a cue 
word or phrase. W. J. Osburn made a study of series of text -
books to determine the frequency of all cues in each series for 
each of the grades from three through six. No cue was selected 
which did not appear a t least f ive tlmes in at least one of 
:I 
\i the series of books. as a result of his findings, he 
I 
II 
:I 
i/ 
suggests the thorough teachlngs of eleven type cues. 
are as follo1-rs; 
"1. 
Addition 
How much do you pay ror a----- and a-- - --at 
given pri_ces? 
'l'hey 
10/ Brownell and Stretch, The Eff ect of Unfamiliar Settings 
1 on Problem-Solving, Duke University Press, Durham, I~. c., 
19Jle 
r 
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Subtraction 
1. I buy a----- for-----. I pay-----. How much 
change snoula I receive? 
;.::. I had-----. Then I spent-----. How much have 
I left? 
Multiplication 
1. If I can pick-----quarts of berries in one day, 
how many quarts can I pick in-----days? 
2. What is the cost of----- pounds when one 
pound cost -----cents? 
3. Find-----% of -----dollars. 
Division 
1. How ma ny articles at ----- cents each can you 
buy for ----- cents? 
2. How many inches are i of 12 inches? 
3. Find the average of (given total). 
4. Find the rate (in percentage). 
Problems of More Than One Step 
J.. Subtractions of denominate numbers w~th borrowing~Qd{' 
Vocabulary Trainin~ as a Factor in Problem Solving 
There have been people who advocate training in vocab-
ula.ry as a means of improvement in written problem work. In 
1932, L. C. Pressey and M. E. Elam undertook a study to 
determine the wo1·ds which should be included in a l ist of 
essentials for ari thmetic. They analyzed four vocabulary 
11/ W. J. Osburn, Corrective Ari thmetic, pp. 24-25, Houghton 
[ Miffli r Co., 1929 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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studies vThich had previously been made by Hale, Pressey, 
Brooks and W. K. Wilson, respectively. 'l'hese former studies 
had listed practically al l of the technical words found in 
arithmetic texts so that the total number was over one 
tho11sand. In order to determine those which are fund.:~mental 
to a study of arithmetic, they used three criteria: 
1.. '£he frequency of each word in .each study. 
274 words wer~ selected on tnis basis. 
·2. The importance of all word s , whether frequent 
or not. For this work, the co-operation of 
over one hundred elementary school teachers 
was enlisted. 
]. '£he "social usefulness " of each word, i.e., 
usefulness in everyday life. Only 103 words 
-w-ere selected. 
Only 117 words met all of these criteria, and 16 of 
those were questioned as to their social usefulness. 
The authors concluded that "these 117 technical terms 
may, tnen, be regarded as tne essential 'core ' of arithmetic 
words without which no child can progress in the subjectn. 
They believe that 11 one outstanding source of error in arith-
metic problems and of antagonism toward arithmetic lies in 
the fact that the children do not know what the words mean. 
Most investigations of the matter seem to show that knowledge 
of subject matter and mastery of technical voca bulary go 
II hand in hand" .ll/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
fl 
il 
n il 
I 
'I 
f 
12/ L. C. Pressey and 1'4. E. Elam, " The Fundamental Vocabulary 
of Arithmetic 11 , Elementary School Journal, Vol . 33, pp. 46- 50, 
September 1932. 
__; ------
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0. S. Lutes , l::llof Io1-ra University , believes that practice 
in computation is a mo~·e effective means of improving written 
problems than two other methods which he calls " the method 
of choosing operatioQ.s 11 . and the "meth od .of choosing solutions". 
In his study he gave preliminary practice on computations 
which were similar to those used in the prqblem~ on which the 
children were later tested. 
li/ In contrast to Lute ' s conclusions, W. H. Winch, of 
England, believed tnat there is no transfer from practice in 
computation to ability to solve reasoning problems. B e drew 
his conclusions from an experiment which he carried on with 
seventy-two boys with an a verage of ten ye a rs three months. 
A study to "determine the relationship of ability to 
solve problems as c~mpared with reading ability or ability 
in the fundamental operations in arithmetic" was carried dn 
by B. A. Stevens. Four variables, among which inter-
corre~ations were computed were: 
1. ability in silent reading 
2. power in the f une1.ame n tal operations oi' arithmetic 
3. power in solving reasoning problems in arithmetic 
4· "general intelligence" test scores 
Three thousand eighty nine pupils were usea in tue 
111 L. J. Brueckner, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in 
Arithmetic, pp. 309, John u. Winston 0o., ~~JU. 
li/ w-. H. Winch, 11 Further Work on- Numerical Accuracy in School 
Children", Journal of Educational Psychology, IJol. 2, pp. 262-
271, ~arch, 1911. 
~----==----
11 
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experiment, and they were taken from five different localities 
in order to make sure that findings should not be " merely 
local in their significance". 
ihe results seemed t o show that abilit.y in "the 1·unaa-
mental operations in arithmetic is much more closely correlated 
with reasoning ability in arithmetic than is general read~ng 
ability. Tests of problem reading seem to have a higher 
correlation with problem solving than do tests in general 
reading ability. The author believes that further experiments 
are necessary before 11 we can say that the teaching of problem 
solving in arithmetic rests upon a sound scientific basis 11 .12/ 
A real contribution in the field of arithmetic problems 
was made by Helen M. White. She studied the effect which an 
understanding of the situation had upon the solution of an 
arithmetic problem~ She based her ideas as to whether 
children understood a particular situation on the children's 
own replies concerning their actual experience with the 
situation. The .experiment involved was made with one thousand 
children in the six B grades in Providence, Rhode Island. 
Twelve pairs of problems were given : twelve problems were 
based on situations familiar to the majority of the children , 
and twelve on situations unfamiliar to the majority. In her 
conclusions, Miss White states that "where the problem is a 
~~ ill B. A. Stevens, •Problems in Arithmeti c ", Journal of 
I Educational Res e arch, Vol. 25, pp. 253-260 , May, 1932. 
7 
very easy one for the child, the amount of experience which 
he may have had in the situation involved i 'n the problem 
does not appear to be a large factor in the selection of the 
right process or in the achievement of the right answer.-----
In problems other than the very easy ones the matter of 
experience in the situation involved in the problem is a 
highly significant factor in the selection of the right 
process and in the achievement of the right answer".l6/ 
When the pupil gets a clear and vivid picture of the 
conditions of the problem from the problem itself he can 
. solve it. A brief analysis of the follo\-ring studies seem 
to bear this out: 
Hanna1 7/finds that the graphic or diagrammatic method 
of problem solving produces better results than the 
four fundamental steps or convenient formula method. 
however, if pupils are allowed to follow any method 
they please or "be on their own" , they do almost as 
well. 
Monroell/reports that if the problem is stated in words 
familiar to pupils and if it has no irrelevant material, 
they are more likely to solve it c~rrectly. 
16/ Belen M. White, The Relation of an Understanding of the 
Situation Involved in a Problem and Success in its Solution, 
p. 96, Boston University School of Education Thesis, 1932 
11/ Paul R. Hanna, !~ithm~tic Solving, p. 53, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1929 
1~/ Walter s. lvlonroe, Hou Pupils Solve Problems in Arithmetic, \ 
p. 19, Bullet1n of Educational liesearch, Un1versity of 
Illinois, 1928 
__ _jl_==-==-==-=--=--==-=----=~--=--== ~ I 
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II 9 r- ·-Washburne:v and Osborne find tna t children who are 
II t aught by no special me thod s but who solve a great 
I numoe r and varie-c.y of problems surpass those who 
1 
s pend part of their time J.earn~ng a 1 orma.L me l .. noa oi' 
problem solving. 
Osbur~/suggest s that bright pupils confronted with a 
large number and variety of both c oncrete and abs t rac t 
problems and the n "let alone " . ~ith slow pupils he 
would limit the work to very concrete problems a nd 
present only a few cues f or pupil s t o follow . 
Lut e 21/finds that mechanical accuracy increases abili-c.y 
t o solve verbal problems. 
Hawkin~finds tha t where pupils are helped over 
difficulties by more " dynamic problems " rather than by 
expl anati ons, the problem solving ability of pupils is 
much i ncreased. 
The Importa nce of Fa miliarity with the Situa tion and Voc a-
bula r y of the Problem 
As an approach t o improving the ability to read problems 
wi th understandi ng much stress is given to the meanings of 
terms with in problems, both general and mathematica l. Unless 
the vocabulary of the problem is familiar to the pupil t his 
unfamiliari t y will interfere in the process of solution. In 
1:2./ Carleton Washburne and Raymond Osborne, "Solving 
Arithmetic Problems " , Elementary School Journa l, 27, p. 301, 
Dec. 1926 
£0/ Worth J. Osburn , Corrective Arithmetic, II, p . 37, 
Houghton Mi f fli n Co. , 1929 
21/ 0. S. Lute, An Evaluation of Three Technigues for Improv-
ing Ability to Solve Arithmetic Problems, I oua College of 
IJ Education, Universi t y of Iorra, 1926, p . 38 
22/ G. C. Hawkins, Results of the Cleve l and Arithmetic 'l' e.s t -
1 Problems , p. 60, 1928-1929, Bulletin No. 35, Bureau of 
I Educ ation Research, 1929-1930 
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order to d e t ermine vThe the r i mprovement in specific ma the-
matical v o cabulary would lead to an improvement in the 
solution of problems, Johnson~ undertook an exper iment in · 
1941 with 898 pupils in t wenty-e ight seventh grade classes .. 
Practice exercises were designed for u s e in the experimenta l 
cla s s es to develop a meaningful under standi ng of vocabula ry 
beyond tnat whi ch was provided by the textbook and regular 
class disc ussion periods for t heir learnings of these 
mathematica l terms. At the beginning of the experiment both 
groups were equivalent with respect to all of the abilities 
measured b;y the Analytic a l Scales of Atta inment- Learnings 
measured by the vocabulary and problem te s ts p repared by 
the writer after fourtee n weeks of pra cti ce indica ted that 
stati s ticaLly signif i cant differences were in f a vo r of the 
experime n tal group. Emphasis pla c e d on adequate build ing of 
an arithmetic vocabulary sho uld proba bly b e one of the con-
siderations in i mproving work i n problem solving. 
One investigation concLudes tha t the be s t material for 
use in t eaching probl em so lving i n ar ithmetic is to h a ve 
problems selected by pupils themselv es and which are fr om 
their own environment.~ 
n_j Harry G. Johns on, 11 The Effect of Instruction in Mathe -
ma t ical Vo ca bulary Upon Pro blem Solving in .Ari t hmeti c", 
Journal of Educa tional Research, 38: 99-110, October, 1944 
£JJ:/ \>lill iam L. Connor and Ger t rude Hawk ins , 11 \-lha t Matel' ia.l s 
are Host Useful t o Gl:lildren i n Learni ng to S olve Problems?" , 
Educ a tional i"lethcd, 16 : 2 ·1 -29 , October, 193 6 
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Problems involving familiar childlike situations were 
found to be more accurately solved by pupils of the fifth 
grade level, than problems outside of their own experience.£2/ 
In 1933, Grace Kramer 26/conducted an experiment in an 
effort to investigate the effect of certain factors on 
children's success in problem solving. 'l'he factors con-
sidered were as follows: 
l. Problem interest 
2. Sentence form of the problems 
3. Style of the problem 
4. Vocabulary of the problem 
As a result of her study she found that children pre-
fe rred tne interrogative sentence form, a simplified statement 
of the facts essential for solution and familiar vocabulary. 
She also noted that interesting problems failed to induce 
more successful arithmetical thinking. nThis evidence also 
satisfied the general findings in tnat the forms causing 
greatest difficulty ar e declarative, with details, and in 
unfamiliar vocabulary." 
22,/ Carleton l·lashburne and Mabel V. lvlorphett, "Unfamiliar 
Situations as a J)ifficulty in Solving arithmetic Problemsn, 
J·ournal of Educational Research, 18: 220-224, October, 1928 
~§/ Grace A. Kramer, The Effect of Certain Factors in the 
Verbal Arithmetic Problem Upon Children 1 s Success in ~ne 
Solution, John Hopkins Press, University Studies in 
Education, Baltimore,Maryland, No. 20, 1933 
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An investigation was made by Clifford Woody who 
attempted to diagnose the difficulties involved in the 
solution of problems. This study illustrates a method which 
might be employed in trying to ascertain the various causes 
of a child's inability to solve verbal problems in arithmetic. 
Certain types of general information about the learner were 
obtained in relation to health status, sociological and 
cultural background, school record,' subject-history, and 
attitude of the pupil. This information was an aid in 
adopting instructions to the pupil's needs--not only in the 
subject under consideration, but in other subjects as well. 
A battery of educational and mental tests were administered 
and the errors found in responses were classified. Pupils '' 
methods of work and study were ascertained through observa-
tion of behavior in attempts at solving problems. Diagnos-
ing a pupil's difficulties in this manner would provide 
the necessary information needed to begin specific remedial 
. t ..... . .f. 27/ ~ns ruc~~on ~n spec~ 1c areas.--
Brueckner states that: 
11 The diagnostic study of pupil difficulty in problem 
solving should be regarded as an integral part of the 
~ Clifford Woody, "Diagnosis of Difficulties in the Solution 
of Verbal Problems in Arithmetic", Education, 54: 464-473, 
April, 1934 
1 
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teaching-learning situation and should be conducted 
on tne same basis as diagnosis in computation. This 
means that whenever the need arises, the activities 
of the pupil and his- methods of work in solving real 
or verbal problems should be scrutinized carefully 28; to discover the nature of the difficulties present. 11 -
In one of his articles, Brueckner suggests tha t in-
creased use be made of problema tic situations rlhich arise 
na tw.~al.ly in school activities. In this way, number 
processes will be t aught in concre~applications. Yet 
textbook problems of the traditional type seldom present 
problematic situation.s which are based upon real experiences. 
Actually it would seem that the problem is subordinated to 
arithmetical computations.2:;t./ 
In a study of textbook problems in a recent arithmetic 
series, Dexter found that out of four volumes equaling 990 
pages and 2,416 problems, there was 11 not one truly functional 
problem unit, and only seven that could be characterized 
· as based upon real experiences . .. ~/ 
Very often problems are grouped under processes or 
t opics, or stress particular number combinations. Tnese 
28/ Leo J. Brue ckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, tiow to Make 
Arithmetic Meaningful, Philadelphia, The John C. 1,Jinston 
Company, 1947, P• 455 
£2/ Leo J. Brueckner, nimproving Work in Problem Solving", 
Elemen t ary English Review, 6: 136-140, May, 1929 
lQ/ Clara E. Dext,er, Ana..Lysis of loJri tten Problems in a Recent 
Arithmetic Series, Unpublished Master's thesi3, Boston 
University, 1946, p . 199 
23 
number combinations or processes occur in the t extbook 
proble ms a s disguised drill, considered e ss e ntial by the 
a uthor. 
Afte r a survey of written problems in arithmetic text-
books in 1938, Margueri t e DuBois concludes that the gro1fing 
tendency is t o discard the traditional problem and replace 
it with dynamic problems in connection with social and 
business s ituations. This would be putting problem wo rk on 
a f unctiona l ba sis, and would a im at making arithmet i c mor e 
mea ningful to t .ne child • .lJ:/ 
Ordinary routine teaching methods must be ma de more 
interesting by increased pupil-activity and purposef ul 
prob l em situations. The manipula tion of numbers as s t ressed 
in the tra ditional type of problems will ass ume a secondary 
place in significant problem units. Wilson~states that 
there h a s been no essential change in the writ ten problems of 
arithmetic textbooks and proposes that the isolated written 
problem be complete l y aba ndoned . Recent progress in arith-
me tic as outlined by Hartungll/show that gradually we are 
nearing a more functional program, and that a movement is on 
~/ Harguerite D. DuBoi s, A Summation in the Light of 
Reflective Tninking, of Research and the Changing Textbook 
Emphas is in ~he Field _Qf the Wri tten Problem in Arithmetic, 
p . 170, Unpubl i she d Ma ster ' s the sis, Bo s ton University, 1938 
ill Guy .H. Wilson, 11 Uri t eri a of the Written Probl e m i n Ar i tn -
me ti c 11, Educ a ti on (Ar -ithmetic Number) PP• 457- 460 , April 1934 
ll/ 1Ylauric e. L. Hartung , Adv an c es in t h e Tea ching of Problem 
Solving, (Arithme tic ), Supp l eme nta ry Ed uc a tional Monog r a ph s , 
Univers i ty o f Ch icago Pr e ss, No . 66, pp. 44-63, Octobe r 1948 
5 
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CHAPTER III 
STEPS IN ~HE DEVELOPMENT OF ThE PROBLEMS 
Introduction 
The re is really no definite desirable approach to a 
functional unit, since the functional unit must arise from 
a definite need of the children. Real experience must be 
the ba sis. 
Ma stery of the f ac ts of ari thmetic mus t be accepted 
by the childre n as personal proje cts. The exercises that 
a teacher selec ts must have tne d.efini t.e pur po s e of g i v i. ng 
children insight into the facts and the processes of arith-
metic, and as full an understanding of the mathematic 
princip les underlying these facts and processes that the 
chiidren can have at that time. 
Sources of Information 
In constructing the problems presented in tnis paper, 
the Natick Course Outline and the required arithmetic text11 
were consulted so that any requirements would be followed. 
\
1 
The quantitative situations found in the geography textY 
I! 
were used as the bas is for the arithmetic problems. The 
....1/ 
for 
New 
John Clark, Rut h Baldwin and Caroline Clark, Ari thmetic 
Young America , World b ook Co~pany, Yonkers-on- hudson, 
York, 1949 editionw 
1 _2:./ W. R. McConnell, Ge ography Around the Uorld, Rand McNa lly 
=~-=-=·c:.;~~~c--a-l_"d~ Cam~~ny, New York, 1947 Edi:,:n·~-~- ====~~~~ il~~~-~~~ 
·II . II 
I! 
I, 
I 
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statistics were obtained from the Rand McNally Ready-Reference 
Atla s of the World, Rand McNally Company, Chicago, 1935 
edition. 
The Natick Cour se Outline for Arithmetic for Grade 4 
i s as follows: 
November-December 
Review of .Addition and Subtraction facts and processes 
-
Review of Multiplication and Division facts and processes 
from o to 5 
Multiplication: 
a. Understand terms multiplier, multiplica nd and 
product. 
b. Multiply two and three place numbers by one 
place number with carrying. 
c. Multiply two and three place numbers with 2 
pla ce multipliers. 
ct. Problems involving all processes covered. 
Division: 
a. Short division, dividing two and three place 
numbers by a one place divisor. 
b. Checking short division. 
c. Problems involving all processes covered. 
January-February 
Continuation of review of addition and subtraction--
! problems involving same. 
II 
l
!i 
I 
Multiplication: 
a. Multiply two and three place numbe r s with 
two and three place- multipliers. 
=====~~·====================================================~======4~=-==-==-~ 
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b. Multiply by ten, one hundred and one thousand. 
c. Use multiplicands and multipliers containing 
zeros. 
d. Understand multiplication as related to addition. 
e. Use mul tiplicaticn i n solution of problems. 
f. Understand multiplication facts (6 through 12) 
and their reverses. 
g. Understand division converses in connection with 
multiplication facts. 
Problems 
Apply all facts and processes to situation 
familiar to children. 
March-April 
Review of addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
short division: 
a • Pro c e s s e s 
b. Problems 
Seven long division facts 
a. Divide 
b. Write Quotient Figure 
c. Multiply 
d. Compare 
e. Subtract 
f. Bringdown 
Use short division whenever possible. 
The fractional parts of an obj e ct or group of objects. 
Problems involving all processes covered so far. 
May-June 
Review of 4 processes--drill on weak points. 
Special attention to problems involving experience 
throughout the year. 
29 
a. Measurement 
b. Problems involving money 
c. Finding average 
d. Compare distances 
e. Budget time 
f. Reading and writing numbers to l,ooo,ooo 
g. Readi~ Roman Numerals 
The Natick Course Outline for Geography is as follows: 
November-December 
Living in hot, dry lands 
Living in Mediterranean lands 
January-February 
Living in temperate lands 
I 
Livir.g i n the mountains of Switzerland 
March-April 
I. 
I 
i! 
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On the other side of the world 
Land of the midnight sun 
May-June 
Our world in maps 
How well do you know your world? 
Initial Steps 
The writer analyzed the geography text, noting down any 
situations that might provide data for meaningful arithmetic 
problems. Under the page number was listed any possible 
reference to number such as time, height, weight, length, 
·I width, or words that involved number such as several, 
II 
centuries, huge, steep, and many more, For example: 
\: 
30 
1 
I 
I 
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Page 53 (geography text) 
Computation: Baggage--number of pieces, weight, 
number of automobiles needed to 
carry baggage 
Estimation 
and 
Comparison 
Jungle--size, density, number of 
tribes and languages spoken, number 
of different kinds of home s built , 
People, aniln,ais and plants--size 
and variety 
Grass--amount and height 
With encouragement and help the children eventually 
began to find, or look for, situations where they could 
write up their own problems. Many of the boys and girls 
used maps and the atlas to obtain information for their p ro b-
· l e ms. One 40 minute period a week was set aside for children 
to work in g roups making up problems to be used in their 
weekly test. This provid ed review of geography, the u s e of 
r e ference materia l , a nd an insight into what we had covered 
, in arithmetic. 
The problems were presented to the class by each gro up 
lea der. The teacher and the other group leaders judged the 
valu e of the problems. Would we really want to find the 
answer? Is the problem to be solved stated clearly? Have 
we already ha d the type of work involved? Do we know the 
meaning of the vTO rds in the problem? These are some of the 
t hing s we consider e d before the problem vra s accepted a nd g iven 
to the teacher to be used in the weekly test. The problems 11 
_j 
used in the week ly test had the name of the boy or girl who 
wrote them in parentheses after the problem. The author 
discovered that this was an incentive for pupil participation 
in constructing the problems~ 
The bi- monthly periods of November-December, January-
Februa ry, March-April, and May-June were chosen to be the 
periods in which these integrated problems could best be 
1
1 
set up. The work to be covered in both subjects within the 
II same period of time determined the kind of problem. The 
course outline for arithmetic made no mention of the type of 
II 
problem to be mastered by the children, so the text book was 
the best guide for the teacher in guiding the writing of the 
original arithmetic problem. 
The writer had noted down some quantitative situations 
that the children over-looked. These, plus the problems that 
the children wrote, appear in the following chapter. 
Conclusion 
Related problems a bout a single situation promise great 
returns. The learning of arithmetic would then have. more 
purpose than result from isolated text book problems alone• 
Children must understand what they a~e learning, what it 
means, and how and where it functions. 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROBLEMS 
AFRICA 
1. From Natal to Accra was a three hour trip by plane. From 
Accra to Boma the boat took twice as long as the plane 
trip. How many hours were we on the boat? 
* 2. Some of the grass in the Congo is taller than our auto-
mobile. It would be about: 
a. 6 feet high 
b. 3 feet high 
c. 15 feet high 
There are several north-south lines on a globe or map. 
This means there are: 
a. few 
b. many 
c. seven 
Pierre speaks three languages and Sako speaks one less 
than Pierre. Sako speaks: 
a. 3 languages 
b. 2 languages 
c. 4 languages 
5. Pierre tells us that there is less rain in the Sahara 
Desert than there is in the Congo. We know there will be: 
a. not as much 
b. almost as much 
c. a lot more 
* Problem written by child 
It 
·I 
li 
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6. We spent a few nights in resthouses in the Congo. There 
were 5 sleeping rooms in most of them. Only 7 people 
could sleep in one room. Were there enough rooms for us? 
(35 in our group) 
* 7. There . are 35 in our group. If Pierre brings 2 blankets 
for each of us to use in the resthouses, how many blankets 
vrill he have to bring? 
8. The pyramids we saw in Egypt are ancient. They were built: 
a. a short time ago 
b . thousands of years ago 
c. fifty years ago 
9. When we reached Cairo our guide told us that they only had 
2 inches of rain a year. Hovr much rain would they have 
in 10 years? 
110. We saw one camel caravan that had 20 camels; another that 
had 15 camels; and a third one that had 40 camels. How 
many camels did we see in all? 
ll. Later we saw another caravan. Three camels walked side by 
side. We counted 15 groups of camels. How many camels 
were there in this caravan? 
12. The heat on the Sahara Desert was terrific. At home it 
I might be 90° on a hot day, but here it was 1120. How 
I 
I much hotter was it on the Desert? 
I 113. The Nile River is 4,000 miles long. The Mi s sissippi 
River is 4,221 miles long. How much longer is the 
* Problems written by children 
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The water from the Nile River is s~ored i n ba ck of d~ms . 
This helps the people to raise a good crop every 4 months. 
How many crops can they have a year? 
Trading in a village along the Nile is fun. A man was 
selling 5 small water jars for $3.00. How much would 
one jar cost? 
Harry bough t a few gifts in this village. He paid 25¢ -
for a basket, 30¢ for a small water , jar, and 15¢ for some 
post cards. · How much money did Harry spend? 
Tom wanted to buy a large $2.00 water jar, but our guide 
told him it was only worth ! that price . How much was 
the jar really worth? 
Donald and Ed spent $2.50 for gifts in the village. How 
much did each boy spend? 
we spent one week in the Grasslands and 11 days in little 
villages along the Nile River. Ho1-1 many days were we 
in Africa? 
1 20. In a turban worn by an Arab there are 2 yards of material. 
If an Arab bought 6 yards of cloth, how many turbans 
could he make? 
21. A woman wa s selling hand-made baskets that were worth 25¢. 
II 
1
!1 
She wanted twice as much for them. How much was she 
charging? 
Problems written by children 
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Fifteen of our group of 35 people flew from Cairo t o 
Athens, and the rest went by bo a t. Hovr ma ny 1-rere on the 
boat? 
li 
II 
From Cairo we went to see the Suez Canal. I It was finished 1 
in 1869. How old is it now? 
'I 
I 
I It cost $20.00 for each of the 15 ~hildren t o fly t o 
I 
I 
Athens. How much did the ticket agent c olle ct from tha t 
gro u p? 
I 
On our wa y t o Athens we found out tha t 452,919 people live · 
.I 
t here. 1, 271,800 people lived in Ca i ro. 
people live in Cairo than in Athens? 
a . 
b. 
c . 
about l,ooo,ooo 
800,000 
10,000 
How ma ny more 
I 
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GREECE 
* 26-. When we arrived in Athens we "rent to a little inn for 
J1 27. 
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dinner. Nancy's meal cost$ .75, Jane's $ .80, Clayton's 
$ .95, and Jean's $ .75. What was the total of their bill? 
Our guide told us tlat Greece is an extremely mountainous 
country. This means that there is: 
a. much level land 
b. many rocks 
c. a lot of high land 
There is a huge statue of Athena in the Parthenon. It is: 
a. small 
b. old 
c. very large 
We traveled 60 miles around the country side, 20 miles 
in and around the city, 4 miles on the boat ride down 
the Corinth Canal, and 4 miles on a train coming back 
along the, Canal. How many miles did we travel? 
Our guide took us to see our first grape vineyard. There 
were 64 rows of grape vines, and 50 posts in each row. 
How many posts did they need in this vineyard? 
The picked grapes are put into big baskets. If a picker 
fills 3 baskets in one hour, how many could he fill in 
4 hours? 
After the baskets are filled with grapes 2 of them are 
tied to a donkey's back. If 12 baskets were filled, how 
Problems written by children 
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many donkeys would be needed to 
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carry them? 
.33. Picture post cards of Athens were 3 for a nickel. How 
many did Ed get for 15¢. 
a. 6 
b. 12 
c. 9 
134. The rainfall in Athens is about 16 inches a year. It is 
only 2 inches in Cairo, Egypt. How much more rain does 
Athens have than Ca iro? 
35~ Mt. Whitney in our country is 14,496 feet high. Mt. 
Olympus in Greece is 9,800 feet high. How much higher 
is Mt. 1-Thi tney? 
J6. There are 1,600 miles of railroad in Greece, and 2"874 
miles of railroad in Egypt. How many more miles of 
rai lroml doe s Egypt have? 
37~ On a farm we v i·sited they told us that they had 1,210 
39.* 
olive trees, 612 apple trees, 105 beech trees, and only 
60 oak trees. How many trees had they counted on their 
land? 
If the Olympic Games are held every 4 years, how many 
games have there been in the past 12 years? 
On our way to the Olympic Games we stopped at a gift 
1 shop. Doris spent $1.95, Judy spent $2.10, and Joan 
~~ spent $2.05. Hov much money did the 3 girls spend 1 
1
1 
* Problems written by children 
Jl 
Special Olympic Games were held for the children. They 
began at 8:30 A.M. and ended at 12:00 noon. How many 
hours did they la. st? 
'41. Clayton and Brian had . a broad-jump contest. Clayton 
jumped 62 inches and Brian jumped 59 inches. How much 
farther did Clayton jump than Brian? 
42. When we got back to the city Walter spent $3.30 in the 
Little Athens Gift Shop. How much change did he get from 
a $5.00 bill? 
11 43. All the boys decided to have a relay racing contest. I I 
'I 
There were 4 boys on each team. How many teams were the re? 11 
(there were 20 boys) 
* 44. 1-Te bought small crowns of laurel leaves for our friends 
I 
11 46. 
I 
147 .• 
I. 
I 
11 48"! 
I 
I 
back home. They cost 15¢ each. If ue bought 3 5 of them, 
day? 
How much would it cost for enough 5¢ stamps for our 
70 letters? 
5 people slept in one room at the hotel. How many rooms 
did we need? (for 35 of us) 
If it cost $52.50 for the hotel rooms, how much did each 
one have to pay? 
Problems written by children 
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): 49: The Corinth Canal was first opened in 1893. HO"\-T many 
I years ago was that? 
50~ There are 54,092 square miles of land in Greece. One-
i 
. I 
I 
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I! 
fifth of the land is used for farming. How much of the 
land is used for farming? 
1--
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FRANCE 
While flying from Greece to France we counted 325 churches, j
1 
400 buildings that looked like schools, and 120 th.a t 
like museums. How many buildings did we count? 
As we flew over France we could see children watching 
flocks of sheep. There were: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
many sheep 
a few sheep 
2 groups of sheep 
looked. 
I 
'I 
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Our plane landed at Napoli at 1:30. li We only stayed there 1 
I 
I 
for 45 minutes. What time was it when we left? 
When we got off the plane som of the children decided to 
get weighed. Leslie and Dick each weighed 94 pounds; 
Bill weighed 86 pounds; and Nancy weighed 90 pounds. 
What was their total weight? 
1 55~ Betty and Carol decided to weigh their suitcases. Carol's 
weighed 11 pounds. Betty's weighed 2 pounds more than 
this. How much did Betty's suitcase weigh? 
56. Our whole group (35 people) decided to tour the city in 
\1 * 
·j 57. 
5 groups. How many people were there in each group? 
Betty's group went into a little restaurant for lunch. 
! 
I 
,! 
d 
Their bill came to $5.25. They decided to share the cost 
equally. How much did they each have to pay? 
II 58. Connie 1 s group took a bus to Brittany. The fare was 
How much was each person's fare? 
Problems written by children 
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There were lots of fishing boats in Brittany. Sardines 
were taken from baskets and put into boxes. One box 
holds 5 baskets. How many baskets will it take to fill 
15 boxes? 
Victor took us to his father's farm. They owned 32 sheep 
and 14 goats. Hol-T many more sheep were there than goats? 
Twenty- two of us decided to spend a whole day in the Frenc h 
countryside. Half of the group went to a grape vineyard, 
and half went to see a silkworm farm. How many went to 
the vin ey:ard? How many went to the s ilkuorm farm? 
Mary wanted to know how many animals Victor and his father 
had to take care of. There were 14 goats, 32 sheep, 6 
donkeys, 2 dogs, and 2 oxen. How many animals uere there? 
The sheep on French farms are kept in a sheep-fold--a 
great square with high walls. It would be shaped like: 
0 D 
In the winter the sheep .are kept in a barn. There are J 
sections in the barn, and 15 sheep in each section. How 
many sheep are there in the barn? 
The peasant women in France make their o••n cloth. Victor's 
mother ifeaves 4 yards of cloth for a coat. If she • i\ is go ~ng lj 
to make 6 coats, hoif much cloth must she weave. I 
1:* Problems written by children 
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* !66. Victor's 3 sisters each have 5 skirts and 8 blouses. How 
I many skirts did his mother have to make for them? How 
many blouses did she have to make? 
67'! The staircase in Victor's house is on the outside. There 
are 2 parts to the staircase and a dozen steps in each 
part. Hou many steps are there? 
There are a tremendous number of forests in France. There 
are: 
a. a small number 
b. a g rea t many 
c. just a few 
69~ In Paris we visited a gift shop. We each bought a small 
bottle of perfume. Each bottle cost $1.15. How much did 
the clerk collect from the 3 5 of us? 
70~ We thought that eighty hens was a lot to take care of, but 
Victor told us that this uncle had three times ·that. Ho1-r 
many did his uncle have? 
71'! Harry thought it would be interesting to count the number 
of people in the different villages. In one village there 
were 211 people; in another there were 200; in another 
there were 305; and in the last one we visited there were 
235 people. How many people did Harry count? 
There are 2,891,020 people in Paris, and 6,9.30,446 people 
I' * Problems writte n by children 
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in New York. How many more people ·1i ve in Ne~or York: 
a. about twice as many 
b. a bout three times as many 
c. half as many 
73. 1.-le took a speci e.l trip to visit Calais to see the English 
Channel. A sign said that there was aboat leaving at 
2:30 and a plane at 2:45 for Dover, England, on the other 
side of the channel. The plane takes 25 minutes, and 
the boat takes one hour. What time would the boat reach 
Dover? \-That time would the plane reach Dover? 
74. The tr.ain that would take us from Calais to Paris 
traveled for 6 hours before it made the 170 mile trip. 
\·le left Calais at 2:45. what time did we reach Paris? 
75~ We spent 12 days in Greece and 3 weeks in France. How 
I 
many more days were we in France than in Greece? 
1 * Problem written by child 
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SIHTZERLAND 
I 
176. Switzerland has 15,940 square miles. This is twice as 
I 
big as Massachusetts. How big is Massachusetts? 
~-77~ Some days in July it gets as hot as 90 degrees at home . 
In Ber n it is very often 64 degrees on a July day. How 
much hotter does it get at home? 
I 178. From Paris we flew to Bern. Each plane could only hold 
II 
I' 
I 1 79~ 
9 people. How many planes did we need for 35 people, and 
how many had to ride in the extra plane? 
From Brittany" to Paris the bus went 161 miles, and from 
Paris to Bern the plane flew 320 miles. How many miles 
did some of us cover that day? 
. p· . 
1
1 80. 1.J'e left Paris at 8:00 p.m. It took u s two hours to get 
I 
I 82 • 
I 
' 
' 
I 
I 
to Ber n . What time was it when we arrived at Bern? 
A bus took us to our hotel. Rooms at the back of the 
hotel cost $ 1.75 a night. Rooms at the front of the 
hotel co.st $ 2.50 a night. How much did we save by sleeping 
in the back rooms? 
Jane bad a big breakfas t the first morning we were in Bern. 
Her fruit juice was 10¢, her cereal was 15¢, her toast was 
10¢, and her cocoa was 10¢. How much did she spend for 
~ her breakfast? 
1--
1 
* Problems r1ri tten by children 
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11 from the 
1 How many 
hotel windo1-1 reach two miles up in the sky. 
feet high would they be? 
1 84~ One little shop we passed had 12 tiny panes of glass in 
each windol-r. There were 6 windows. How many panes of 
glass were there in this shop? 
85: Our guide t akes us to the Bern tower clock. He tells us 
that it was made 325 years ago. In what year was the 
I . 
clock made? I 
86~ We visited a watch factory and discovered that a Swiss 
watch has 170 pieces. How many pieces would it take to 
make a watch for each of us. (35 in the group) 
Jeff and Bill watched a wood carver mtiking toys. It took 
him 35 minutes to carve one tiny dog. Ho1-r long did they 
ha. ve to wait for him to carve two of the dogs for them"? 
88~ The guide told us that he walked 5 miles every morning, 
and 5 miles every afternoon. Hm-r many miles did he walk 
if he worked five whole days a week? 
-:!-89. Janice went into a little shop and paid $1.50 for a 
carved doll; 35¢ for a pretty little basket; 75¢ for a 
lace hanky, and 25¢ for a toy animal. How much money 
did she spend? What change would she _get from a $10.00 
bill? 
!* Problems written by children I 
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j197. The largest farm we saw covered 25 feet of land. Most 
'I · or the farms in Franch were three times as big as this. 
How 1a rge were the farms in France? 
)\ 98~ One large hotel we stayed at while we were in the Alps 
had 24 chamber maids, 10 cooks, 12 waitresses, 5 guides, 
and 15 people who worked either in the of fie e or the 
lobby. How many people worked at this hotel? 
99. Which picture shows the steepest mountains? 
100. Aton•s father cut, stacked and tied his hay, then left 
it in the fields to dry. He told us that if he carried 
6 stacks down every day, it would all be in his barn in 
three weeks. iiow many hay stacks did he have? 
1 
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NORWAY AND LAPLAND 
1101. 
I 
Our train went from Bern, Switzerland, to Hamburg, 
Germany. It was a distance of 365 miles. The fare was 
3 cents a mile. How much did it cost for one person? 
i How much did it cost for the 35 of us? 
I 
i102.· From Hamburg we went to Bergen, Norway, by boat. We left 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Hamburg at 6:00 A.l-1., a.nd it was 7:00P.M. when we 
arrived at Bergen. How many hours were we on the boats? 
103!' Bergen is a great fishing center. Fishermen tell us 
that one big boat can carry 2,000 pounds of fish. Men 
lift the fish in nets from the boat to bins. A small 
net can carry 25 pounds. How many nets would it take 
to empty one boat? 
104'! We learn that mother herrings have thousands of eggs. 
If four herrings each have 1,000 eggs, how many would 
there be altogether? 
105! One fisherman we see has caught 1,200 pounds of cod fish. 
He tells thathe is going to divide his catch among his 
four sons. How many pounds will each boy get? 
106! These boys will sell the cod for 25¢ a pound. How much 
will one boy get if he sells his 300 pounds? 
1107. Ragna takes us to visit some Norwegian fa.rms . The bus 
we took only went 20 miles an hour. How far did we go 
if we rode for an hour an a half? 
:I 
___ j * 
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a.o8. The farm houses have roofs that extend . 14 inches over 
* I 09.
I 
I 
I 
110"! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
h. ll! 
I 
112. 
I 
,113!" 
the sides of the houses. That would be about: 
a. a foot 
b. a half a foot 
c. a foot and a half 
Clayton and Joe watched the farmers get the 24 cows 
ready to go up the mountain side for pasturing. Three 
boys are given the job of watching the cows. How many 
cows does each boy ba ve to take care of. 
Men had to count all the animal,s before they started the 
long trip up to the mountain. There were 2 dozen cows, 
60 sheep, and 84 goats. What was their total count? 
We arrived in Bergen on April 21st and left on May 6th. 
How many days did we spend in Bergen? 
Switzerland has 22 inches of rain and snow in a year. 
Norway has six feet of rain a year. How many more inches 
of rain does Norway have in a year than Switzerland? 
Some of the fiords along the coast go a half mile into 
the land. How many feet long would they be? 
1 1 4. Hammerfest has six months of day and six months of night. 
How many weeks of daylight do they have? How many weeks 
of night do they have? 
,115. 
I 
The Lapps live near Hammerfest. They are no taller than 
I 
li I 
children. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
They are about: 
4 feet tall 
6 feet tall 
2 feet tall 
Problems written by the children 
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1116!" In Southern Norway a day in winter may be as cold as 
45 degrees. In Northern Norway .it might be J degrees. 
How much colder is it in Northern Norwa y? 
117. We left Bergen on May 6th. It took us 9 days to reach 
Hammerfest. What date was it when we arrived? 
118. The Lapps keep .great herds of reindeer. They have: 
a. a great many 
b. some 
c . a few 
A poor Lapp family might have 25 reindeer. 
Lapp m igh·t have --
a. 60 reindeer 
b • . 100 reindeer 
c. 1,000 reindeer 
A wealthy 
120~ There are two months of real summer in Lapland. How many 
months of winter are there? 
121~ One Lapp family as 325 reindeer, one family has 600 
reindeer, another family has. 436 reindeer, and another 
family has 410 reindeer. How many would they have if 
they all traveled together? 
122! When the Lapps travel, two reindeer pull e a ch sled. If 
they use 24 reindeer for pulling, how many sleds must 
they have? 
123. On the North Pole the sun shines all the time from 
l 
I 
March 21 to September 21. How many months of sunshine 
are there in the North Pole? 
Problems written by the children 
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Lapp chil dren make toys of reindeer horns and bones. 
Each of the 2 0 boys bought a knife handle for 25¢, and 
each of the 15 girls bought a small doll for 30¢. How 
much did the boys spend al.together. How much did the 
girls spend altogether? 
We were in Bergen for 16 days, and in Hammerfest for 6 
days. It cost $5.00 a day for each of us (35 people). 
How much money did we spend in Norway? First find out 
how much it cost for everybody for one day.) 
Problem written by chil.d 
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CHINA 
* 126. We flew for 3 days before we reached the Red Basin in 
China. We stopp~d for 4 hours each day to get more 
fut;ll and to have the plane checked. How many hours 
were we flying? 
127. If we could have gone from Norway to Szechwam by train, 
it would have taken us 10 days. If we traveled 3,285 
miles in all, how many miles would we have gone in one 
1 ~28! 
! 
day? 
The Yangtze River is 3,100 miles long. 
river a third of the tTay in our plane. 
We followed the 
How many miles 
of it did we follow? 
129. Twenty men were needed to haul a boat up the river. 
Carol and Joan counted 211 boats. How many men were 
working on the river that day? 
1 130~ Many of the farms we saw in the Red Basin are no larger 
I 
than our schoolyard. They must be about: 
a. 10 ft. long -- 20 ft. wide 
b. 250 ft. long -- 100 ft. wide 
c. 250 ft. long -- 150 ft. wide 
131~ The Great Wall of China was very interesting. It is 
almost 2,000 miles long. That would be. about: 
a. 10,000 feet 
b. 10,000,000 feet 
c. 10,500 feet 
I ,------1* Problems written by the children 
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i 1.32'!" The Wall is 30 feet high. That would be as high as a: 
a. one-story house 
b. three-story house 
c. two-story house 
The top of the Wall is as wide as a road. 
be about how many feet wide: 
a. 12 feet 
b. 40 feet 
c. 6 feet 
1.34. Some Chinese people h;ave had the same customs for 
centuries. That means: 
a. a few years 
b. 75 years 
c. hundreds of years 
1J5!' There are many tea plants in China. They grow as high 
as a tall man. That would be about: 
a. 5 feet tall 
b. 5t feet tall 
c. 6 feet tall 
1 136! Dick decided to count the people who lived in a few of 
the towns we went through: Canton's population was 
given as 812,000; Chengtu as 600,000; and Chungking as 
6.35, 000. 1-Tha t was the total population of these three 
towns? 
13 7'! Walter looked up the population of the United States . 
It was listed as 124,822,606. China's population was 
listed as 462,387,000. In China there are~out how 
Problems written by the children 
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many more people than there are in the United States? 
a. twice as many 
b. half as many 
c. 4 times as many 
138! China has 9,507 miles of railroad. Greece has 1,000 
and Switzerland has 3,342. How many more miles of rail-
road does China have than Greece? Than Switzerland? 
139. On one small street in Canton there were 15 houses. 120 
people lived in these houses. What was the average 
number of people in each house? 
1
140! Our whole group spent $87.50 a day for food, and $35.00 
a day for our rooms. If we spent 2 weeks in China, how 
* 
much did we spend on food? How mu<?h did we spend on 
room rent? How much did we spend altogether? 
Problems written by the children 
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AUSTRALIA 
141. James Cook was the first white man to explore Australia. 
That was in 1769. How many years ago did Cook go to 
Australia? 
* 142. The three most important cities in Australia are Canberra 
with 7,535 people, Melbourne with 1,014, and Sydney with 
1,238,660 people. How many people live in these three 
cities? 
1 43. When we arrived in Darwin a guide told us it would take 
25 days to ride the 26,605 miles of railroad in Australia . 
How many miles would we go in one day? 
144~ Our food bill for one meal in the hotel was $70.00. How 
much did Don have to collect from each of the people in 
our group before he could pay the bill? (35 people in our 
group) 
145. We passed 32 farm h0uses one day. Mr. Gray told us that 
each of these far mers owned 45 head of cattle. If one-
half of all the animals were taken to market on the 
same day, how many would there be? 
146. One of t..lle largest lakes in Australia is Gardner Lake. 
It is very shallow. We know that the water must be: 
a. very deep 
b. deep 
c. quite low 
:* Problems written by the children 
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1 147~ The central part of Australia has 5 inches of rain a 
year. On the south coast they have 4 times as much rain. 
How much rain do they have on the south coast in a year? 
148. Mr. Gray told us that one day in winter the thermometer 
.. 
read 27 degrees. Today it reads 88 degrees. How much 
warmer is it today than it was on that winter day? 
149~ When the cattle travel to market they only go 15 miles 
a day. How long would it take them to go a hundred miles? 
l 150~ When a kangaroo is born it is about an inch long. When 
it is full grown it is about 6 feet tall. How many 
inches does it grow? 
A large kangaroo can take 10 foot leaps. If he leaped 
15 times, how many feet has he gone? 
Our slow boat from Melbourne to Los Angeles travels 
about 12 5 miles a day. How far had we gone at the end 
of 3 weeks? 
:-----------------
* 79 of the 152 problems were written by the children 
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PROCESSES USED IN PROBLEM SOLVING 
.ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION MULTIPLE 
I CHOICE 
\ Page Pro b. Page Pro b. Page Pro b. Page Pro b. Page Pro b. 
1 No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. 
I 
34 10 34 12 33 1 34 6 33 2-5 
35 16 34 13 I 34 7 35 14 .34 8 35 19 36 22 34 9 35 15 36 25 ' 
37 26 36 23 34 11 35 17 37 27 
37 29 38 34 35 21 35 18 37 28 
.38 37 .38 35 36 24 35 20 38 33 
.38 39 38 36 i 37 30 371 32 41 I 52 
41 51 39 40 37 31 38 1 38 42 : 63 
41 53 39 41 39 44 39 ! 43 43 ; 68 
41 54 39 42 .39 : 45 39 47 4.3-44' 72 
41 55 40 49 39 46 39 48 47 91- 96 
42 62 42 60 41 58 40 50 48 99 
43 71 44 75 42 59 41 56 50 ~08 
44 73 45 77 42 I 64-65 41 57 50 tl..15 44 74 45 81 4.3 66-67 42 61 51 l18 45 79 46 85 43 69 45 76 51 tl19 
45 80 46 89 43 70 . 45 78 53 130-,131 
45 82 47 90 46 84 46 83 54 [1..32-135 
46 89 49 102 46 86- 88 49 103 54 137 
48 98 "50 111 48 97 49 105 56 tl46 
49 107 50 112 f 48 100 49 105 50 110 51 116 49 101 50 109 
51 117 5J. 120 49 104 50 11.3 
51 121 51 12.3 49 106 50 . 114 
. 52 124 55 138 52 125 51 122 
54 1.36 I 56 141 53 126 53 126-128. 55 140 57 148 I 53 129 55 1:39 56 142 57 150 55 140 56 14.3-144 I 
! 56 145 56 ,145 l 
' 
57 147 57 1 149 I 57 150 57 151 • 
I 57 152 I t l 
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. CHAPTER V 
CHAPTER V 
CHILDREN'S REACTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS 
The children enjoyed doing these problems because they 
had real meaning for the.m. Their imaginations helped them 
to see that these problems might actually arise in a r eal 
trip around the world. They also realized the importance 
of accuracy in computing the problems. 
It is the author's purpose in this chapter to list some 
of the problems that the children made up and to pr.esent to 
the reader some of the remark s heard while the children were 
working in groups. Many .of the remarks recorded by the 
writer verify the opening paragraph. 
The problems are numbered as they appear in Chapter IV. 
After each problem the remarks over-heard are quoted. 
11. (page .J5 ) Later we 
camels walked side 
groups of camels. 
in this caravan? 
saw another caravan. Three 
by side. We counted 15 
How many camels were there 
"Why not have them w.alking one by one? It would be 
easier to count them that way." 
11 Tha t would take longer. All we have to do is count 
by 3 1 s now. n 
"That means we have to add 15 three's together to get 
the answer." 
I 
II 
li 
II 
1 "We know th,a t 3 x 12 = 36. All w-e have to do is add 
II.  three more 3's to that, and we'll have the right answer." 
II 
I 
,I Nancy, who made up the problem: "It would be mucb. 
quicker if we just multiplied 15 by 3. That would give us 
1 the right answer." 
14. (page36) The water from the Nile River is stored 
in back of dams. This helps the people to raise 
a good crop every 4 months. How many crops can 
they have a year? 
"Why do they have to know how many crops they can have 
in a year?" 
"Because they don't have much rain, and they have to save 
water from the river that can be used then they run out of 
food . " 
"Besides, if they know how long it takes them to eat 
the food from one crop, they can tell how much they'll 
have to plant for the rest of the year." 
"The dams help to keep the water in one place until 
the people need to use it for their farms. It takes a long 
time to save enough water for a big crop." 
"All wetd have to do to get the answer to this one 
is divide 4 into 12, because there are 12 months." 
"Then the,y ~auld know they would have to grow enough 
to last tb.anfor 3 months each time the water from the dam 
w:a s let out." 
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22. (page37) Fif teen of our group of 35 flew from 
Cairo to Athens, and the rest went by boat. How 
many were on the boat? 
"We want to go different ways so that we can have some-
thing different to talk about. Then we won't all see the 
very same things. n 
"If some people went one way, and the rest went another, 
we'd have to know how many there were in each group. Then 
we could check ·easier to see if we were all keeping together. 11 
"Besides, this would help to figure out each person's 
fare." 
are." 
"Whenever a group gets on a boat they ask how many there 
26. (page3 .. 8) When we arrived in Athens we went to a 
little inn for dinner. Nancy 1 s meal cost $ • 75, 
J ane 1 s $ .80, Olayton~s $ .95, and Jean'~ $ .75. 
What was the total of their bill? 
11 The waiter is the only one who has to know this." 
"Oh, nol He might make a mistake. We have to know 
so we can be sure we don ' t get cheated." 
"Besides, we have to kno•r so we can check and see if 
he gives us the right change.n 
48. (page4G) If it cost $52.50 for the hotel rooms, 
how much did each one have to pay? (35 people in 
all) 
"We would have to know this so we could collect the 
right amount from each person." 
"Yes, and all we'd have to do would be divide 35 into 
$52.50." 
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"After we did this we could multiply 35 times the 
answer. Then we could see if the bill really should have 
been $52.50. 11 
49. (pag e41 ) The Corinth Canal was first opened in 
1893. How many years a go was that? 
11 We•d just have to subtract 1893 from 1950 and we would 
know how old the Canal is." 
"We might want to know this so that we could see if 
this canal is older than some other canal w.e know of. n 
log .u 
53. (Page42 ) Our plane landed at Napoli at 1:30. We 
only stayed there for 45 minutes • . What time was 
it when we left? 
"The pilot has to know this so that he can keep his 
11 We•d have to know, too, in case we left the airport. 
We would have to know what time to get back. 11 
"All we would have to do is add 45 to 1:30. 11 
"That would give us 1:75. That can't be right ·." 
"Of course not, but you should know that there are 60 
minutes in an hour. So t~ would give us 2:00, and then there 
would be 15 extra minutes." 
11 0h, yes. Then that would make it a quarter past 2:00. 11 
75. (page45 ) We spent 12 days in Greece and 3 weeks in 
France. How many more days were we in France than 
in Greece? 
11 If we know how many days there are in a week, we can do 
this one. Just multiply 3 times 7. We were in France for 
3 weeks and in Greece for 12 days." 
I 
WThat still doesn't give us the answer. We'd have to 
s ubtract 12 from 21 before we would be finished." 
81. (page 46) A bus took us to our hotel. Rooms at 
the back of the hotel cost $1.75 a night. Rooms 
at the front of the hotel cost $2.50 a night. 
How much did we save by sleeping in the · back rooms? 
"When we have lots more places to go rre have to save as 
much money as we can. Lots of hotels charge more for some 
.. I 
! rooms than others •. 11 
11 To find out how much more one thing costs than another 
all you have to do is subtract. Then you can s e en how 
much money you save." 
~Boy, 75 cents more from each of us would be a lot of 
money. 11 
111. (page 5..0. ;-) We arrived in Bergen on April 21st 
and left on May 6th. How many days did we 
spend in Bergen?· 
11 When it came time to paying our hotel bill we'd have 
to know how many days we were there, because. they charge 
you for each day." 
UFirst we'd have to know how many days would be left 
in April. Then we could add this to the 6 days we were there 
in May . Then we'd have our answer." 
The remarks recorded while the rest of the problems 
were being discussed by small groups are quite similar to 
the above. The writer felt that the children knew what they 
' were doing, why they were doing this kind of work, and that 
it was helping them to think of ways which could be used to 
.. ll 
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solve problems that they could imagine or, in some cases, 
that they might h a ve had some dealing with. 
The boys and girls looked forward to this 40 minute 
period each week, and eag~rly waited for the weekly test 
to see whose problems would be chosen. The writer made 
sure that every child had an opportunity to contribute 
a problem, even though it might be like one already used. 
This helped to provide the necessary drill. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate opportuni-
ties for integrating arithmetic with the geography program. 
Pr oblems were set up which were actually used in a fourth 
grade consisting of thirty-five children. Some of the 
children's discussions recorded by ~he writer are given. 
Limitations 
This study has definite lim1.tations. A very small 
n umber of children were concerned with the work, and no 
scientific attempt was made to analyze the problems, or 
to record the results of these problems. 
l1 Conclusions 
I 
I 
I 
11 
II 
II 
~I 
1. The children thoroughly enjoyed doing this kind 
of work. 
2. They realized the importance of accuracy in com-
puting the problems . They discovered a need for 
drill. 
J. Arithmetic was recognized as something they had to 
know how to use in order to solve problems that they 
would very likely come up against. 
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I · 4· They became a ware of the fact that they used 
1 arithmetic every day, and not just during an 
! 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
arithmetic lesson. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
1. The same type of problems could be used at other 
grade levels. 
2. Quantitative situations encountered in other school 
subjects, such as science, history, and music, 
could be used as the basis for arithmetic problems. 
J. A scientific study might be made to prove if there 
is real value in this type of problem solving. 
It must be remembered t~ there is ho substitute for 
rich, meaningful experiences in developing problem solving 
ability. Problems involving quantitative relations arise 
every day in a classroom with a varied program of activities. 
These problems will have more meaning for the children than 
will those found in most textbooks. 
I, 
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